
Standard Lining 
 
 
We use only 100% cotton lining to the highest standard designed to  
withstand the effects of light for twice as long as other standard  
cotton and mixed linings without fading. This lining has a crease  
resistant finish and is used to line curtains of medium to heavy  
weight Our cotton lining is typically available in ivory white  
and pearl, although some coloured linings are also available.  
Not only will the lining help the curtains to hang correctly  
they will also provide a degree of privacy to sheer fabrics.  
 
Blackout Lining 
 
Certified 100% blackout means that no light will pass through the fabric, however, this 
applies only to the fabric itself, you may get light seepage around the sides of blinds 
and curtains, and light will seep through the eyelets on eyelet curtains.                      
The lining fabric has a coating which fills the tiny gaps in the weave of the fabric, but 
as it's super-soft it doesn't make the lining stiff and unyielding, ensuring that your   
curtains and blinds still have their beautiful folds and pleats. Just because it's called blackout lining it isn't black in colour! Blackout lining is available in      
various of colours including white and cream. It also has thermal qualities, so it will help reduce heat loss from your room and minimise the amount of 
cold air entering via the windows. 

Interlining  

Interlining provides another layer of fabric between the face of the fabric and the lining. Using interlining will give you 
fuller more rounded, opulent pleats to your curtains. Most interlinings also have thermal properties, so they'll help to 
block out draughts and reduce heat loss. This type of lining is ideal for door curtains and full length curtains. 
 
 
Thermal Lining 
 
Doing as the name implies thermal lining is an effective way to help keep heat in your rooms and cold air out during the cooler months. In summer  
thermal linings also help to keep rooms cooler. They are available in a range of widths and have a three layer backing which gives the fabric its thermal 
properties. Thermal lining can be used for both curtains and blinds. 


